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Our slogan are made by mosaic word.
Be the best or be the beast. The final decision is up to you.
What do you prefer? If you don't know, then do you'll know
after the browse our product catalog.
Choose the endless experiences!
Choose the MUGENRACE!

ROAD TO INFINITY

Biking is like tasting freedom. Being hugged by the wind, being
pulled in the corner and seeing the road running backwards under
the wheels are all promising something: somewhere, in the front
infinity is waiting. Limitless experience, liberating feeling which you
need to experience.
Mugen means infinity in Japanese. In the country of the rising sun where the experience of biking is jointly provided by manufacturing
precision and respect for performance - this word is a known surname. If we wish to define the meaning of the word more precisely,
we can say: No limit. Infinity.
The owner of MUGENRACE wanted to share this experience with
many people when he founded the company in 2001 selling motorbike wear and accessories. To start with, he was selling products of
another manufacturers, but he made sure that the sold equipment
went through rigorous testing. He knew very well what to check
if it came to motorbike gear. As the introducer of stunt riding and
successful racer and biker acrobat known from his stunts all over
the world, he had plenty of possibilities to experience the strain the
biking gear is exposed to during falls at various speed. During the
years he tested several products from several manufacturers, when
he finally decided: he was going to develop an individual product
under an own brand name. His goal was to develop a product, which
provides safe protection combined with excellent quality and reliability, also suitable for the MotoGP racers.

BIKING CLOTHING TEST
CRASHING AT A SPEED OF 200 KM/H!

Product development meant new challenges, but finding the right way
took more than eight years. The core product was of course the leather suit, which was manufactured in multiple countries and continents
based on continuously improved design. By incorporation of the collected knowledge and experience, the enhanced garments got closer and
closer to the expectations, in the meanwhile changes were made to the
dress patterns, to the leather material and thickness, the security stitching got stronger and the security elements and protectors finally were
put at the right place.
When the new version was ready, the company founder tested the product personally. Due to this, the first sample of every leather suit collection
was produced in size 48, personally tailored to the size of the founder, as
he done the testing of the product himself.
The evaluation of the sample went surprisingly easy. The owner put
the leather suit on, he tried how comfortable the suit was, he checked
whether it hindered the user in moving its body or it bent well at the
elbows or not, he also checked how comfortable it was in riding position.
If all was ok, the second step followed. He put on inline skates and on a
quiet main road or airport he was being pulled by a high-performance
motorbike. At a speed of 200 km/h or sometimes even faster he let the
rope go and he was sliding or rolling in various positions. Then he stood
up and checked where the stitches came loose, how worn the leather
was and were there any splits on the material.
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During testing the sample items were scored higher or lower based
on the routine obtained during hundreds of bike crashes. This
non-ordinary knowledge is based on the experience of many crashes, involving also several cases with a long-recovery period. The
history of crashes includes crashes at minimum speed ending up in
coma and a crash with a motorbike with a speed of 300 km/h and
ending up with a strained finger. The accidents took place on highspeed race tracks, highways, fields or snow-covered forest tracks
while pushing the boundaries, battling time or during the development of acrobatic stunts with the bike. All the learning has been
reapplied to the latest development bike wear.
Since the media coverage of Sinja Nakano’s crash at a speed of
over 300 km/h, nobody contests that bike suits manufactured by
using technology enabling top quality, provide real protection to the
user. In the headquarters of MUGENRACE the scratches and scars
on the damaged suits of the MotoGP, Moto2 and Moto3 racers prove
as a peculiar reference, that the suit even at a high-speed crash
protected the user.
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Sophisticated development and uncompromising quality requirements
finally reached their goal and after conquering Europe, the MUGENRACE
biker wear found its customers also outside Europe. The success is
proved by the fact that the brand has entered the highest level possible,
the world of MotoGP. More and more racers are wearing the company’s
suits and the representatives of the company are always present at the
races. They are there not only as spectators, but they are also collecting
feedback and experience during the races and if required they repair or
replace the damaged wear. As of 2018 the company as the partner of
Dainese supplies the sponsored teams with leather suits, which according to the latest regulations also include built-in airbags.
The MUGENRACE products are not only manufactured for racers, but
for everyone who likes to ride a motorbike. The material of the suits
can be cow or buffalo leather, upon extra requirements extremely strong
and light kangaroo leather. The product range is continuously expanding,
besides the leather products corduroy and jeans materials are also used.
Jeans was combined with Kevlar lining, protectors and flexible materials
to achieve a true motorbike wear.
Every item of the range is characterised by the trio of quality, design and
safety. The MUGENRACE logo displayed on the suit captures the fundamental experience of biking. In the centre of the trademark the infinity
symbol, namely the sideways figure of eight was placed. The character was modified during the design phase, the edges were left open
indicating that the MUGENRACE products open up the gates towards
infinity. From a mathematical symbol such symbol was created, which
symbolises infinity. The message is: the road is open, you just need to
get on it and go.
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PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

GP-PISTA UNO
MNR2001

SR-CORSA UNO
MNR2003

Brand new one-piece Kangaroo racing leather suit what was
developed with motoGP experience.
The fundamental attribution is similar like the „just” cowhide
leather suits, but it contains 45% Kangaroo leather.
This leather suit got the same safety level like the cowhide
and with the Kangaroo parts this suit is more flexible and the
total weight of is much lower. The whole suit is perforated
and has the most modern TPU exterior protectors with replacable sliding parts. For the maximum comfort level the neck
area is made of neprene material. Street riding or going to a
race track this suit is a perfect choice.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

55% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 45% kangaroo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

The latest in motorcycle performance technology for riding.
Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated
and it has an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. All of them
get the most modern TPU exterior protectors, with replacable
sliders. On the back there are power absorbers for the bigger
safety and for a better comfort the neck area made of neoprene material. This leather suit is perfectly suitable for riding
on street or on a race track as well.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

BWR

BWFG

BWBL

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFG

BWBL

ORDERING DETAILS
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PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT FOR LADIES

RC-MAX UNO
MNR2004

SR-CORSA-D UNO
MNR2009

The latest in motorcycle performance technology for riding.
Our newest leather suit developed with the experiences
based on Moto GP.
Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated and it has an exellent ventilation.With the rubberized
insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. All of
them get the most modern TPU exterior protectors. On the
back there are power absorbers for the bigger safety and for
a better comfort the neck area made of neoprene material.
This leather suit is perfectly suitable for riding on street or on
a race track as well.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aerodynamic racing hump, safety seams.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.
SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

The latest in motorcycle performance technology for riding.
Our newest leather suit for Women, developed with the experiences based on motoGP.
Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality highly durable cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated
and it has an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. All of them
get the most modern TPU exterior protectors, with replacable
sliders. On the back there are power absorbers for the bigger safety and for a better comfort the neck area made of
neoprene material. This leather suit is perfectly suitable for
riding on street or on a race track as well.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

FITTING

Racing slim lady fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWG

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BRG

BFGW

BW

BBLG

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFG

BWLBL

BWP

ORDERING DETAILS
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PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

ASSASSINO-UNO
MNR1901

IBRIDO-UNO
MNR1903

Our leather suit, developed with the experiences based on
MotoGP™.
Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide
leather, back and front side are both perforated and it has
an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized insertions the suit
perfectly fits with the owner’s body.
All of them get the most modern TPU exterior protectors, with
replaceable sliders. On the back there are power abrosber
paddings for the bigger safety and for better comfort the
neck area made of neoprene material.
This leather suit is perfectly suitable for riding on street or on
a race track as well.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

New stuff of the Mugenrace leather suits! The brand
new 2019 Mugenrace cowhide–kangaroo hybrid one piece
leather suit.
The biggest part of this suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide leather, and almost the 40% of the
suit made of kangaroo leather. With this kind of material use
this suit will be unique on the market. The TPU exterior
protectors on the shoulders, elbows and the knees are
the same as the other Mugenrace one piece leather suits.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

60% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 40% kangaroo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, aerodynamic racing
hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWG

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BRW

BWG

BFYW

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFYG

WBG

WBRG

WBFYG

WBBLG

ORDERING DETAILS
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PROFESSIONAL LEATHER SUIT

IMPEGNATO-UNO
MNR1701

Simone CORSI
am
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Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide
leather.
On the shoulder,knee and the elbow there are special metal
protectors which makes the suit extremely safety.
With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the
owner’s body. On the back the aerodinamic properties of the
race pin reduce the air resistance.
The whole suit is perforated and it has the best ventilation
in the biggest heat!
This leather suit is perfectly suitable for riding on street or on
a race track as well.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing slim fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aerodynamic racing hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Aluminium injection black PU.
Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

BWR

BWFY

ORDERING DETAILS
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT

TOURING LEATHER SUIT

GP-PISTA DUE
MNR2005

SR-CORSA-DUE
MNR2007

New stuff of the Mugenrace leather suits! Hybrid two piece
leather suit,biggest part of the suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide leather, but the jacket and the trouser
has 45% Kangaroo leather insertions. With this solution there
will be comfortable to ride the motorcycle unusual seat positions not like on the sportmotorcycles for example: Supermoto or Naked.
Kangaroo parts make this suit is more flexible and the total
weight of is much lower.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

55% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 45% kangaroo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring,but it
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3
mm premium quality highly durable
Cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated and
it has an exellent ventilation.With the rubberized insertions
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWR

BWFG

BWBL

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BFG

BBL

ORDERING DETAILS
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT

TOURING LEATHER SUIT FOR LADIES

RC-MAX DUE
MNR2008

SR-CORSA-D-DUE
MNR2010

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring,but it
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3
mm premium quality highly durable
cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated and
it has an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized insertions
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.
All of them get the most modern TPU exterior protectors. On
the back there are power absorbers for the bigger safety and
for a better comfort the neck area made of neoprene material.
Our design with the newest trends makes this suit unique of
the leather suits you can buy on the market.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, robust connection zip, small aerodynamic
hump, safety seams.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.
SAFETY

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

SHELL

This year ladies leather suits get brand new design and the
highest level of satefy as well mens leather suits.This twopiece leather the best chioce for every women who born to
ride. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality highly
durable Cowhide leather, back and front side are both perforated and it has an exellent ventilation. With the rubberized
insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

FITTING

Regular lady fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWG

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BRW

BFGW

BW

BBLW

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFG

BWLBL

BWP

ORDERING DETAILS
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT

TOURING LEATHER SUIT

ASSASSINO-D2
MNR1911

IBRIDO-DUE
MNR1913

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring, but it
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3
mm premium quality cowhide leather, back and front side
are both perforated and it has an exellent ventilation. With
rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s
body.
Our design with the newest trends is unique of the leather
suits you can buy on the market.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, aero cool mesh at back, robust connection
zip, small aerodynamic hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

New stuff of the Mugenrace leather suits!. The brand new
2019 Mugenrace cowhide–kangaroo hybrid two piece leather suit.
The biggest part of this suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium
quality cowhide leather, and almost the 40% of the suit made
of kangaroo leather. With this kind of material use this suit will
be unique on the market. The TPU exterior protectors on the
shoulders, elbows and the knees are the same as the other
Mugenrace two piece leather suits.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

60% Cowhide leather with matte finish and 40% kangaroo leather, perforated cow hide matte finish leather,
special 4ways MNR-stretch and neoprene.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BR

BFY

WBP

WBBB

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BFY

BWG

BWR

BWFY

BWBL

ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR1911BW
MNR1911BR
MNR1911BFY
MNR1911WBW
MNR1911WBR
MNR1911WBFY
MNR1911WBP
MNR1911WBBB
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MNR1913BW
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TOURING LEATHER SUIT

TOURING LEATHER SUIT

PERSISTENTE-D
MNR1811

IMPEGNATO-D
MNR1711

This two piece leather suit gonna be perfect for touring, but it
has the best atchers of the one piece leather suit it’s perfect
for riding a sportmotorcycle too. Every suit made of 1.2-1.3
mm premium quality cowhide leather, back and front side
are both perforated and it has an excellent ventilation.
All of them get the most modern TPU exterior protectors, with
replaceable sliders.
With the rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the
owner’s body.
Our design with the newest trends is unique of the leather
suits you can buy on the market.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, robust connection zip, small aerodynamic
hump, safety seams.

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Elbow sliders are harder, then shoulder and knees.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

LINING

100% polyester removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Aluminium injection black PU.

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Every suit made of 1.2-1.3 mm premium quality cowhide
leather.
The whole suit is perforated and it has the best ventilation
int he biggest heat!
On the shoulder, knee and the elbow there are special metal
protectors which makes the suit extremely safety. With the
rubberized insertions the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s
body.
Our design with the newest trends makes this suit unique of
the leather suits you can buy on the market.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Cowhide leather with matte finish, perforated cow hide
matte finish leather, special 4ways MNR-stretch and
neoprene.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways MNRstretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs, removable lining, robust connection zip, small aerodynamic
hump, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWG

AVAILABLE COLORS

BWGR

BWGFY

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFY

ORDERING DETAILS
46
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MNR1811BWG
MNR1811BWGR
MNR1811BWGFY
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RACING LEATHER JACKET

RACING LEATHER JACKET

BESTIA
MNR2015

ATTENZIONE
MNR2017

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements as
the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions the
suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.The jacket made of
1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.The
jacket fully perforated so it can help to feel more comfortable
in hot weather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on the
front and the back area are maximize the protection and safety.The neck area made of neoprene which makes the jacket
really comfortable.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES
LINING

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows,
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, special 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves,
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

SAFETY

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements as
the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions the
suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body.The jacket made of
1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.The
jacket fully perforated so it can help to feel more comfortable
in hot weather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on
the front and the back area are maximize the protection and
safety.The neck area made of neoprene which makes the
jacket really comfortable.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.
Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

LEVEL-2 Safety

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows,
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, special 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves,
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety and reflective elements.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

BWR

BWFY

BWBL

WBFY

B

ORDERING DETAILS

BWFYR

ORDERING DETAILS
46
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MNR2015BW
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MNR2015BWBL
MNR2015WBFY
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RACING LEATHER JACKET

RACING LEATHER JACKET

AGGRESSORE
MNR1920

MARCO-U
MNR1921

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements
as the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. The jacket made
of 1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on
the front and the back area are maximize the protection and
safety. The neck area made of neoprene which makes the
jacket really comfortable.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES
LINING

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows,
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, special 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves,
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside,

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

SAFETY

SHELL

Sporty leather jacket which got the newest developements
as the one piece leather suit. With the rubberized insertions
the suit perfectly fits with the owner’s body. The jacket made
of 1.2-1.3 premium quality highly durable cowhide leather.
The TPU protectors and the power absorber insertions on the
front and the back area are maximize the protection and safety. The neck area made of neoprene which makes the jacket
really comfortable.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, perforated
cowhide matte finish leather parts, special 4ways MNRstretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester aero cool mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows,
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, special 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves,
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

BR

BFY

FYBW

WBP

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BFYW

ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR1920BW
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RACING LEATHER JACKET

VICTOR
MNR1820

Andrea MIGNO
AM

MUGENRACE TE

mpionship 2019

moto3 World Cha

Real sporty leather jacket which made of 1.0-1.2 premium
quality highly durable cowhide leather. Both sides of the
jacket and the back of the shoulder area got rubberized insertions that’s why the jacket perfectly fits with the owner’s
upper body. The chest, the back and the sleeves are perforated so it’s got a perfect ventilation. With the removable
thermo lining this jacket is perfect in cold weather too. On
the shoulders there are metal protectors for bigger safety.
The back has a small race hump which makes the jacket
looks like a two piece leather suit.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and elbows,
comfort neoprene collar, robust connection zipper, special 4ways MNR-stretch panels at chest and sleeves,
velcro fastener adjust at waist, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, perforated
cowhide matte finish leather parts, special 4ways MNRstretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

PROTECTION

External: Aluminium injection black PU.
Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

BWR

BWFY

WBR

WBFY

ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR1820BW
MNR1820BWR
MNR1820BWFY
MNR1820WBR
MNR1820WBFY
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LEATHER JACKET

LEATHER JACKET

VISITATORE
MNR2018

ESPLOSIONE
MNR2019

Clean lines leather jacket in a real urban style!
The jacket has perforated parts on the arms and on the
shoulder to keep cool the rider in hot weather.
With the CE protectors of the jacket we also get strenghten
parts of the waist and the elbow area for maximum safety.
With the removable thermo lining this jacket is perfect in cold
weather too.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Leather jacket in a real fashion urban style!
The jacket has perforated parts on the arms and on the
shoulder to keep cool the rider in hot weather.
With the CE protectors of the jacket we also get strenghten
parts of the waist and the elbow area for maximum safety.
With the removable thermo lining this jacket is perfect in cold
weather too.
This stylish leather jacket can be shorten around the waist
line with buckle.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Leather parts are Anilin and Velour composite,.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. urban style.

SHELL

Leather parts are Anilin and Velour composite,.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. urban style.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Robust connection zipper, removable lining,
safety seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

PROTECTION

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Robust connection zipper, removable lining,
safety seams.
Three pockets on front, one pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

B

ORDERING DETAILS

BR

ORDERING DETAILS
46
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MNR2018B
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LEATHER JACKET

RINASCERE
MNR2020

Team SUPPORTING
am

TASCA RACING Te

mpionship 2019

moto2 World Cha

Simple clean lines leather jacket in a classic Cafe Racer style!
With the CE protectors of the jacket we also get strenghten
parts of the waist and the elbow area for maximum safety.
With the removable thermo lining this jacket is perfect in cold
weather too.
The neck, the arms and the waist can be shorten with snaps.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are Buffalo leather with patina finish.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

LINING

100% polyester mesh removable lining.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

BGW

BGR

BGWR

ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR2020BW
MNR2020BGW
MNR2020BGR
MNR2020BGWR
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LEATHER JACKET

LEATHER JACKET FOR LADIES

LEHORE
MNR1870

LEHORA
MNR1871

This leather jacket made of really fine cowhide leather. It’s a
real Cafe Racer style jacket! The removable lining’s color is
similar as the leather the jacket made of. Perforated to get the
comfort feel in hot weather. It has protectors in the back, the
elbow and shoulders for maximum safety.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide.

FITTING

Regular classic ladies fit. Cafe racer style.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-lining.

FEATURES

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-lining.

FEATURES

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

PROTECTION
SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

B

ORDERING DETAILS

ORDERING DETAILS
46

48

MNR1870B
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This leather jacket made of really fine cowhide leather. It’s a
real Cafe Racer style jacket! In this jacket a women will feeling strong and stylish. The removable lining’s color is similar
as the leather the jacket made of. Perforated to feel more
comfortable in hot weather. It has protectors in the back, the
elbow and shoulders for maximum safety.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY
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LEATHER JACKET

LEATHER JACKET

SAKLIOT
MNR1873

LOKSAIT
MNR1874

Quilted Leather Jacket for mens with removable thermo lining. The elbow, the shoulder and the waist line has a double
strenghten for bigger safety. Inside the jacket has CE protectors. At the end of the sleeves and around the waist can be
shorten with snaps.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide.

FITTING

Regular classic fit. Cafe racer style.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-lining.

FEATURES

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining with detachable thermo-lining.

FEATURES

Robust connection zipper, removable lining, safety
seams.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

PROTECTION
SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Leather jacket which is perforated on the chest, back and on
the sleeves. Inside the jacket there are CE protectors and they
are removable as the lining. This stylish leather jacket can be
shorten around the waistline with snaps.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

BR

ORDERING DETAILS

ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR1873B
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RACING LEATHER TROUSER

RACING LEATHER TROUSER

SMMSC-1
MNR2022

RBRS-1
MNR1915

Sporty leather pant made of 1.2-1.3 premium quality cowhide leather. It has TPU exterior protectors on the knee but
there is space for sliders around the knee area which makes
this pant suitable for riding a motorcycle sporty way.
The comfort feeling gonna be higher with the rubberized insertions.
With the zip around the waist it can be pair with Mugenrace
leather jackets like a two piece leather suit. On the waist with
a velcro fastener you can narrow the waist line.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at knees and legs and waist.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors are
two type of BASF and Bayer with different hardness.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at knees and legs and waist.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

BR

BFY

BBL

B

ORDERING DETAILS

BW

BWR

BWFY

ORDERING DETAILS
46

MNR2022B
MNR2022BW
MNR2022BR
MNR2022BFY
MNR2022BBL
MNR2022LB
MNR2022LBW
MNR2022LBR
MNR2022LBFY
MNR2022LBBL
MNR2022SB
MNR2022SBW
MNR2022SBR
MNR2022SBFY
MNR2022SBBL

FITTING

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

Sporty leather pants made of 1.2-1.3 premium quality cowhide leather. It has TPU exterior protectors on the knees
but there is space for sliders around the knee area which
makes this pant suitable for riding a motorcycle sporty way.
The comfort feeling gonna be higher with the rubberized insertions. With the connection zipper it can be pair with MUGENRACE leather jackets like a two piece leather suit. On the
waist with a velcro fastener you can narrow the waist line.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL
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LEATHER TROUSER
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Leather pants made of 1.2-1.3 premium quality cowhide
leather. The comfort feeling gonna be higher with the rubberized insertions. With the connection zipper it can be pair with
MUGENRACE leather jackets like a two piece leather suit. On
the waist with a velcro fastener you can narrow the waist line.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Leather parts are cowhide matte finish, special 4ways
MNR-stretch and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

Flexible leather panels at knees and legs and waist.

LINING

100% polyester mesh lining.
SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-2 (EN1621-1:2012;Type-A and
Type-B) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

ORDERING DETAILS
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SUMMER MESH JACKET

SUMMER MESH JACKET

DIAVOLO-A
MNR2025

INFERNARIA
MNR2026

This Jacket is developed for really hot weather especially for
the summer.
It has a perfect ventilation, but it’s suitable in cold weather
with the removable lining and membrane for wind and waterproofing with high level of breathability.
On the sleeves and around the waist can be shorten with
velcro fasteners.
The TPU protectors on the shoulder and the elbows are maximize the protection and safety.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES
LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.
SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

This Jacket is developed for really hot weather especially for
the summer.
It has a perfect ventilation, but it’s suitable in cold weather
with the removable lining and membrane for wind and waterproofing with high level of breathability.
Snaps on the sleeves and around the waist can be shorten
with velcro fasteners.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

LEVEL-1 Safety

FITTING

Regular fit.

FEATURES

Summer wear, foam protector on back, snaps fasteners
on sleeves and velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

BRW

BFYW

BBLW

2XS

XS

MNR2025B
MNR2025BW
MNR2025BRW
MNR2025BFYW
MNR2025BBLW
MNR2025BELGBW
MNR2025GBW
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2XL

3XL

GBW

4XL
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SUMMER MESH JACKET

SUMMER MESH JACKET

FUGGIRE-A
MNR1930

CORRIDORE
MNR1936

This jacket made for maximum comfort in the hottest weather especially for riding through the whole summer. The removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather.
On the sleeves and around the waist can be fix to the owner’s
body with velcro fasteners.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit.

SHELL

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite.

FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

FEATURES

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

LINING

LINING

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, inner cellular-phone pocket

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety

This jacket made for maximum comfort in the hottest weather especially for riding through the whole summer. On the
sleeves and around the waist can be shorten to the owner’s
body with velcro fasteners.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

BR

ORDERING DETAILS

BFY

BLGW

BLGR

2XS
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MNR1930BW
MNR1930BR
MNR1930BFY
MNR1930BLGW
MNR1930BLGR
MNR1930BLGFY
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SUMMER MESH JACKET

A-TTRAVERSARE
MNR1731

Team SUPPORTING
REALE AVINTIA
RACING TEAM
moto3 // motoGP

World Championship

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
SHELL

Nylon mesh and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

2018-

If you don’t wanna get sweat in the summer you NEED this
jacket! You can remove the linings and you’ll get the perfect
ventilation at low speed as well. Don’t be afraid when the
weather turns cold, just put
in the waterproof membrane and the removable lining and
the triple layer jacket will protect you. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY
FITTING

Regular fit

FEATURES

Summer wear, foam protector on back, velcro fasteners
on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside and coin holder at left lower-arm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

AVAILABLE COLORS

LGB

ORDERING DETAILS

FYB

2XS

XS

MNR1731LGB
MNR1731FYB
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TEXTILE JACKET

TEXTILE JACKET

STRADALE
MNR2028

ROMANO
MNR2029

This triple layer jacket is the New Era in the cordura jacket
lineup of MNR with the TPU elbow and shoulder protectors.
It can be used in every weather. The removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will help the owner to feel
comfortable in cold and rainy weather. If you remove the two
linings with the MNR Airflow ventilation technology system
you can enjoy the ride in the hot weather too. The rubberized
elbows and the sleeves with velcro fasteners makes the jacket more comfortable. With internal waist connection zipper for
attachment to MNR pants.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, three
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, six
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety.

This triple layer jacket is the New Era in the cordura jacket
lineup of MNR with the TPU elbow and shoulder protectors.
It can be used in every weather. The removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will help the owner to feel
comfortable in cold and rainy weather. If you remove the two
linings with the MNR Airflow ventilation technology system
you can enjoy the ride in the hot weather too. The rubberized
elbows and the sleeves with velcro fasteners makes the jacket more comfortable. With internal waist connection zipper for
attachment to MNR pants.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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ORDERING DETAILS
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MNR2028BFYW
MNR2028GBFY
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TEXTILE JACKET

TEXTILE JACKET

ARCADICO
MNR2031

AGGRESSORE-T
MNR1931

This triple layer jacket can be used in every weather. The
removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather.
If you remove the two linings with the MUGENRACE Airflow
ventilation technology system you can enjoy the ride in the
hot weather too. The rubberized elbows and the sleeves with
snaps makes the jacket more comfortable.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, six
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, snaps fasteners on sleeves and velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, three
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

SAFETY

This triple layer jacket can be used in every weather. The
removable thermo lining and the waterproof membrane will
help the owner to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather.
If you remove the two linings with the MUGENRACE Airflow
ventilation technology system you can enjoy the ride in the
hot weather too. The rubberized elbows and the sleeves with
velcro fasteners makes the jacket more comfortable.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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ORDERING DETAILS
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TEXTILE JACKET

TOURING JACKET

CAPO

MNR1836

T-UNO
MNR1840

This triple layer jacket can be used in every weather. The
removable thermo lining and membrane for wind and waterproofing with high level of breathability will help the owner
to feel comfortable in cold and rainy weather. If you remove
the two linings with the MUGENRACE Airflow ventilation technology system you can enjoy the ride in the hot weather too.
The rubberized elbows and the sleeves with velcro fasteners
makes the jacket more comfortable.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular fit.

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular long fit.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Two MNR-Airflow system openings on front, three
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, velcro fasteners on sleeves and waist.
Two pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular phone
pocket inside and coin holder at left lower-arm.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

MNR ventilation system on chest, long MNR-Airflow
system zippers on sleeves, three MNR-Airflow system
openings on back, foam protector on back, velcro adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Four pockets on front, one big pocket on back, two
pockets inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin
holder at left lower-arm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

SAFETY

This triple layered jacket is especially made for touring. It
has a removable thermo lining and membrane for wind and
waterproofing with high level of breathability and offers excellent protection against the weather. Around the waist and
on the sleeves can be shorten with velcro fasteners, and at
the bottom of the jacket can be customize for the owner with
rubber strap. The velcro fastener ventilation system on the
chest can fix with snaps. This jacket have more ventilation on
the upper area of the back and on the sleeves. The reflective
panels are great and there is a big reflective panel at the
line of the spine. With internal waist connection zipper for
attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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ORDERING DETAILS
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ADVENTURE JACKET

ADVENTURE JACKET

EC-UNO
MNR1841

INFINITO-C
MNR1842

Special long touring jacket with tough appereance and made
of premium materials for extreme conditions. The jacket is
fully waterproof because it has a waterproof membrane. The
newest MUGENRACE Honeycomb Airflow ventilation system
makes this jacket suitable in every weather condition.
For the safety: inside CE protectors, double stiching and
strenghten insertions in the shoulder and in the elbow parts.
This jacket has a new unique part: Camel Pack, which allows
you to bring water with yourself. This part gonna be a big
favourite for Enduro lovers!
With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular long fit.

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular long fit.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

MNR-Honeycomb ventilation system on chest,
long MNR-Airflow system zippers on sleeves, three
MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector
on back, velcro adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Four pockets on front, one big pocket on back, two
pockets inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin
holder at left lower-arm.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

MNR-Airflow system openings on front, long MNR-Airflow system zippers on sleeves, three MNR-Airflow system openings on back, foam protector on back, snaps
adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Six pockets on front, two pockets on back, two pockets
inside, cellular phone pocket inside and coin holder at
left lower-arm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.
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MNR1841B
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This jacket is made for long touring. All the comfort and safety
properties are on the highest level. With the removable waterproof membrane and the also removable thermo lining
suitable for every weather condition. The special Airflow ventilation system’s big capacity depends on the new magnet
system. This jacket also has the newest Camel Pack in the
back. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to
MUGENRACE pants.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING DETAILS

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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TOURING JACKET

TEXTILE JACKET FOR LADIES

PERPLEXORE
MNR1535

DIANE

MNR1145
The jacket with the MUGENRACE Airflow system parts specially made for touring. On the chest there are big ventilation
pockets with zip. The biggest ventilation part is on the back
of the jacket because if you want you can take off almost
the whole back of your jacket. After that you can remove the
thermo lining and the waterproof membrane and you almost
get a mesh jacket. The jacket has a lot of big pockets which
makes more practical for touring. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE pants.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular long fit.

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite and neoprene.

FITTING

Regular ladies fit.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Four season wear, MNR-Airflow system openings on
front, long MNR-Airflow system zippers on sleeves,
three MNR-Airflow system openings on back, removable MNR Airflow system on back, foam protector on
back, snaps adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Six pockets on front, big pocket on back, two pockets
inside, cellular phone pocket inside.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

Four season wear, MNR-Airflow system openings on
front and sleeves, three MNR-Airflow system openings
on back, foam protector on back, velcro and snaps adjustments on sleeves and waist.
Four pockets on front, two pockets inside, cellular
phone pocket inside and coin holder at left lower-arm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

SAFETY

Developed for touring especially for women. With removable
lining and membrane for wind and waterproofing with high
level of breathability and offers excellent protection against
the weather. There are special MUGENRACE Airflow ventilation system on the chest, the back and on the sleeves.
This jacket got power absorber insertions at the back and
the keybone. Around the waist and the bottom of the jacket
can be shorten with velcro fasteners and on the sleeves with
snaps. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment
to MUGENRACE pants.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, 3M reflective materials for visibility.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BLGFY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

LGBR

ORDERING DETAILS
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TEXTILE TROUSER

TEXTILE TROUSER

LINEARE
MNR1851

VIAGGIARE
MNR1651

Professional touring pants you’ve been waiting for! It
has double stiching and strenghten insertions for durability and maximize the safety in extreme conditions.
The triple layered pant has a removable thermo lining
and a waterproof membrane. For the perfect ventilation
the jacket has the MUGENRACE Airflow system. At the
bottom area there are anti-sliding insertion parts with
them the rider will have the best seat position at all
time. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE jackets.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

FITTING

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

FITTING

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

Four season wear, MNR Airflow system vents on the
front, waist and legs, velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two on side.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

Four season wear, MNR Airflow system vents on the
front, waist and legs, velcro fastener on waist.
Two pockets on front, two on side.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety

BBE

B

ORDERING DETAILS
MNR1851B
MNR1851BBE
MNR1851LB
MNR1851LBBE
MNR1851SB
MNR1851SBBE
MNR1851WB
MNR1851WBBE
MNR1851WLB
MNR1851WLBBE
MNR1851WSB
MNR1851WSBBE

Triple layered touring pant which has a removable bridle. It has a removable thermo lining and a waterproof
membrane and suitable in all weather conditions. We
can activate the Muganrace Airflow system if we open
up the pockets on the legs and get a good ventilation
for touring. With internal waist connection zipper for
attachment to MUGENRACE jackets.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

2XS
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Standard
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Long
Short
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Standard for ladies
Standard for ladies
Long for ladies
Long for ladies
Short for ladies
Short for ladies
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TEXTILE TROUSER

FLEXONE
MNR637

Team SUPPORTING
TEAM TRUCKS
mpionship 2019

motoGP World Cha

Entrance level to the touring textile pants. These pants has
the same protection as the other touring pants with the CE
protectors inside. The triple-layer pants can be more comfortable with the MUGENRACE Airflow system. On the bottom
it has anti-sliding parts for the best seat position. With internal waist connection zipper for attachment to MUGENRACE
jackets.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon and polyester 600D composite.

FITTING

Regular fit with three different lenghts.

LINING

100% polyester with removable thermal lining, waterproof membrane.

FEATURES

Early spring and late autumn wear, MNR Airflow system
vents on front. Two pockets on front.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS
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ORDERING DETAILS
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RACING GLOVES

RACING GLOVES

ESSENZIA
MNR1461

MAXIMA
MNR1570

Long racing cowhide leather glove which absolve the biggest expectations. Made of really fine leather that makes the
glove very comfortable. At the head of hand there is a double
layer with carbon protectors. On the palm there are anti-sliding parts and power ansorber insertions because of the high
safety requirements. The exterior fingers got double strenghtening. The fingers has plastic vents for the perfect cooling.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Cowhide leather.

FITTING

Racing fit.

SHELL

Cowhide leather.

FITTING

Racing fit.

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, carbon-fibre knuckle protector, finger-safety carbon and hard
plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on wrist,
double leather and kevlar padding at palm.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, carbon-fibre knuckle protector, finger-safety carbon and hard
plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on wrist,
double leather and kevlar padding at palm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

SAFETY

This glove is developed for racing made of premium quality
cowhide leather. It has a longer cuff outside with rubberized
parts and from the inside with power abrorber insertions. The
head of the hand and the fingers got carbon protectors for
maximum safety. Under the protectors there are double layered premium leather. On the palm there are anti-sliding and
power absorber insertions. For the perfect cooling the side of
the fingers got perforated.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS
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MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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GLOVES

GLOVES

FIGURATORE
MNR1666

ROBOGGORE
MNR1667

Short cowhide leather gloves with perforated parts at the
head of the hand. This glove suitable for riding every type
of motorcycle at the summer. It has carbon protectors at the
head of the hand and power absorber parts at the fingers. The
palm has a double strenghtened layer and anti-sliding insertions. The rubberized cuff makes the glove more comfortable.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Cowhide leather.

FITTING

Street sport fit.

SHELL

Cowhide leather and cordura composite.

FITTING

Street sport fit.

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, perforated
leather fingers and wrists, carbon- fibre knuckle protector, elasticated leather panel, finger-safety carbon and
hard plastic protection, sweet proof, velcro fastener on
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove perforated l fingers and wrists, carbon-fibre knuckle protector,
elasticated leather panel, finger-safety carbon and hard
plastic protec- tion, sweet proof, velcro fastener on
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Short textile glove with perforated upper construction with
perfect ventilation. There are TPU material protectors on the
fingers an on the head of the hand for maximum safety. The
palm area has anti- sliding pads and power absorber insertions. This glove is suitable to ride the city in summertime.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

B

2XS

MNR1666B
MNR1666BW
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XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

ORDERING DETAILS

BW

2XS

MNR1667B
MNR1667BW
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GLOVES
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MNR3708
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This glove is really elegant and almost the whole glove is
perforated so it has a perfect ventilation. Under the premium
quality cowhide leather on the fingers and on the head of
the hand there are TPU protectors for safety. On the palm
power absorber insertions and double layer leather keep the
hands safe. With the velcro cuff the glove easy to entry and
secure closure.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Perforated cowhide leather.

FITTING

Street sport fit.

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

External: Italian made TPU polyurethane protectors.

Cow leather highly abrassion resistant glove, fully perforated summer gloves, sweet proof, velcro fastener on
wrist, double leather and padding at palm.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

BW

ORDERING DETAILS

2XS

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

MNR3708B
MNR3708BW
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BOOTS
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RACING BOOTS

RACING BOOTS

PHANTOM-R
MNR1990

PHANTOM-3
MNR1690

This Mugenrace boot is the new era of the mugenrace racing boots! With the rubberized and the soft layer on the feet
really comfortable to wear. The newest TPU protectors and
the strenght zip with the ratchet harness responsible for the
protection. The bootlap got an anti-sliding layer for the maximum safety.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing boots.

FEATURES

Upper in Micro Fiber 2mm thickness + RaceTech Vulcanized Imported Rubber Outsole + TPU Gear shifter
guard + Polyester Breathable Air Mesh + Durable hight
quality padders socks + Punctuer Resistant Plastic
Insole + TPU Protector (Shin, Calf, Reinforced Heel) +
Metal + TPU (Toe Slider) + Buckle Closure system +
Reinforced Toe Area.

Micro Fiber black 2mm + KPU Direct Inject Front
Stretch Panel lamited with felt + Micro Stretch Panel
0.8mm lamited on elasticated fabric.

LINING

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

PROTECTION

MNR TPR Shin Label, MNR printed on vamp side, TPU
Shin, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel.

SAFETY

SHELL

LINING

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

PROTECTION

MNR TPR Shin Label, MNR printed on vamp side, TPU
Shin, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel.

FITTING

Racing boots.

FEATURES

Upper in Microfiber + PU Coated Leather 2mm thickness, Hi-Tech Imported Vulcanized Rubber sole, Soft inserts, TPU Gear shifter guard + Shin with Metal Buckle,
Calf & Heel, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal +
TPU), Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

BFY

B

38

MNR1990BFY

DEALER WORKBOOK 2020

These boots are developed with the experiences based on
race track circumstances for maximum safety. The premium
quality leather boot is perforated on the upper parts for the
perfect ventilation. Special TPU protectors keep the heel the
ankle and the shinbone safe. For the maximum safety the zip
made of very strong material and the bootlap got anti-sliding
layer. At the upper area we found the shift pad made of strong
material. The exterior sliders metal insertions are changeable.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

Micro Fiber White + PU Coated Nubuck Leather 2mm
+ Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm pinup + 6mm EVA
Hard + Carbon Material on collar + 6mm EVA Hard +
Stretch Panel PU DMX Flex + 8mm EVA Soft.

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING DETAILS

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

39
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44

45

46

47

48

ORDERING DETAILS

W

FY

BFY

BL
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MNR1690B
MNR1690W
MNR1690FY
MNR1690BFY
MNR1690BL
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RACING BOOTS

PHANTOM-2
MNR1490

Andrea MIGNO
AM
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This leather boot is suitable for touring and racing too. It has
TPU protectors and very strong Zip for perfect safety. For the
exellent ventilation on the protectors got vents and the leather parts are perforated. The bootlap made of special material
which contains anti-sliding layer to make the riding safety.
The shift pad and the slider with changeable metal insertion
are at the front of the peg.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Racing boots.

FEATURES

Upper in PU Coated Leather 2mm thickness, Hi-Tech
Imported Vulcanized Rubber sole Printed Mugen Race
lining, Durable hight quality padders socks, Punctuer
Resistant Plas- tic Insole, TPU protector (Shin, Shin
Slider, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel), TPU + Metal Toe Slider.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

Micro Fiber White 2mm + PU Coated Nubuck Leather
soft + Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm pinup + 6mm
EVA Hard + Micro Fiber stretch panel 0.8mm plain +
Stretch codura + 8mm EVA + Shin padding with Latex
sheet 8mm + 4mm EVA White + Ankle foam with Latex
sheet 3mm + 4mm EVA (Double Layer).

LINING

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

PROTECTION

MNR TPR Shin Label, MNR printed on vamp side, TPU
Shin, Calf, Heel & Gear Panel.

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

W

ORDERING DETAILS

R

FY

BFY
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TOURING BOOTS

TOURING BOOTS

GHIAIOSO
MNR1995

FANGOSO
MNR1996

Really comfortable fully waterproof short touring boot. Made
of high quality micro-fiber material with polyester lining. For
maximum safety there are exterior protectors on the shiftpad, the heel and the peg. The highly durable bootlap has
an anti-sliding layer. This boot is a perfect choice for small
or long touring.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Microfiber Black 2mm, TPU injection on Microfiber.

FITTING

Short touring boots.

SHELL

Microfiber Black 2mm, TPU injection on Microfiber.

FITTING

Long touring boots.

LINING

Soft Polyester Lining.

FEATURES

LINING

Soft Polyester Lining.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip & ankle protection.

Upper in Micro Fiber 2mm Thickness, High Density
Rubber Sole, Polyester Breathable Air Mesh, Water
proof construction, Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip
& ankle protection, YKK zipper with Velcro adjustment,
High Quality and Removable Foot bed, Anti-Twist Midsole.

PROTECTION

Reinforced Heel for Improved Grip & ankle protection.

Flexible leather panels at shoulders, back and knees,
comfort neoprene collar and cuffs, special 4ways
MNR-stretch panels at chest, back, sleeves and legs,
removable lining, aero cool 3D mesh at back, safety
stitching, safety seams.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety.

SAFETY

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

LEVEL-2 Safety (EN 13634:2017 2 2 2 2 IPA IPS)

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

ORDERING DETAILS

B

38

MNR1995B
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Really comfortable fully waterproof long touring boot. Made
of high quality micro-fiber material with polyester lining. For
maximum safety there are exterior protectors on the shiftpad, the heel and the peg. The highly durable bootlap has
an anti-sliding layer. This boot is a perfect choice for small
or long touring.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

39

40
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ORDERING DETAILS
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SHORT BOOTS

SHORT BOOTS

ROBBIE
MNR1691

STEVE
MNR1692

These premium quality leather boots is almost the same as
the racing boots, just a bit shorten. Also have the same protection for the ankle and for the knee, the very strong zip, the
shift pad and the changeable metal insertion slider. It’s a good
choice for riding the city, everyday use or for some touring.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Street racing boots.

FEATURES

Upper in Microfiber 2mm thickness, Vulcanized Rubber
sole, Soft inserts, TPU Gear shifter guard, TPU heel
counter, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal + TPU),
Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

Micro Fiber White 2mm + Micro Fiber Black 2mm,
New Hatching Rexine Material on Collar PU DMX Flex +
6mm EVA Hard, Micro Fiber Red on back stretch panel.

LINING

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

PROTECTION

Rubber Flap Label, MNR TPU Heel Black.
SAFETY

SHELL

Micro Fiber White 2mm + Micro Fiber Black 2mm,
New Hatching Rexine Material on Collar PU DMX Flex +
6mm EVA Hard, Micro Fiber Red on back stretch panel.

LINING

100% Polyester 3D mesh lining.

PROTECTION

MNR TPU Heel Black.

LEVEL-2 Safety

Comfortable leather boots for riding int he city with practical
lace system. This boot has special Interior protectors for the
ankle and exterior protectors for the knee. The shift pad and
the slider with changeable metal insertion are at the front
of the peg. Outside material of the boot is premium leather,
inside the boot there is a breatheable lining with waterproof
membrane.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY
FITTING

Street racing boots.

FEATURES

Upper in Microfiber 2mm thickness, Vulcanized Rubber
sole, Soft inserts, TPU Gear shifter guard, TPU heel
counter, Durable hight quality Toe slider (Metal + TPU),
Punctuer Resistant Plastic Insole.

SAFETY

LEVEL-2 Safety

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

BW

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

BFY

ORDERING DETAILS

B

38

MNR1691BW
MNR1691BFY
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ORDERING DETAILS
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KEVLAR
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KEVLAR-JEANS

KEVLAR-JEANS

DANTE
MNR1960

MATTEO
MNR1961

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s
much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy.
The knee area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting.
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding,
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the
critical areas riders need protection.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Aramid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

FITTING

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men
with three different lenghts.

FEATURES
LINING

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Perfect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Accordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. 4 Cargo
pockets.

SAFETY

SHELL

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Aramid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

LINING

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company.

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar
jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but need
safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s much
more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy. The knee
area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting.
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding,
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the
critical areas riders need protection.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY
FITTING

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men
with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Perfect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Adjustable knee protectors pockets according to riders
positions, 4 way stretch material on crotch area, Accordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the
knees for the finest non-binding fit possible. Pockets:
two on front, two on back.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

BL

ORDERING DETAILS
MNR1960B
MNR1960LB
MNR1960SB

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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ORDERING DETAILS
MNR1961BL
MNR1961LBL
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KEVLAR-JEANS

KEVLAR-JEANS

NERO

MNR1962

CARMELO
MNR1963

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s
much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy.
The knee area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a straight leg and a relaxed cut. Under the denim is
Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding, but offer the benefit
of abrasion resistant protection in the critical areas riders
need protection.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Urban regular fit men with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Perfect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Outer protectors pockets for easy access, adjustable
knee protectors pockets according to riders positions.
Two pockets on front, two on back.

11.5 oz high quality durable denim, 100% cotton.
Aramid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and
impact areas.

LINING

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.
SAFETY

SHELL

11.5 oz elastic denim, 98% cotton, 2% elastane. Aramid Fiber reinforcement in all high abrasion and impact
areas.

LINING

100% polyester anti-bacterial fixed mesh lining with
pockets for optional knee pads and hip armor.

PROTECTION

Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1) certificate.

LEVEL-2 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company.

Fashionable motorcycle jeans with perfect protection. These
jeans very good choice for someone who looking for similar jeans like streetwear. If someone wants to look good but
need safety it’s the perfect deal. With the kevlar insertions it’s
much more strenghten then the regular jeans you can buy.
The knee area is protected by CE protectors.
Jeans has a nice cuts and comfort stretch for better fitting.
Under the denim is Aramid fiber in all the high abrasion and
impact areas. Comfortable and perfect for everyday riding,
but offer the benefit of abrasion resistant protection in the
critical areas riders need protection.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY
FITTING

Urban, scooter and street, on road style, slim fit men
with three different lenghts.

FEATURES

High quality brushed steel waist button, Antique metal
front zipper semi lock, Lined pockets for comfort, Perfect to wear over your boots, Machine wash and dry,
Ventilation pock ets will let the fresh air inside when
riding during warm summer days, Adjustable knee
protectors pockets according to riders positions, 4 way
stretch material on crotch area, Accordion fabric-Spandex panels are used on top of the knees and across the
rear area next to the waist for the finest non-binding
fit possible.
Two pockets on front, two on back.

SAFETY

LEVEL-1 Safety, Kevlar® and DuPontTM are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

B

G

ORDERING DETAILS
MNR1962B
MNR1962LB
MNR1962SB

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS
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ORDERING DETAILS
MNR1963G
MNR1963LG
MNR1963SG
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RAIN SUIT

RAIN SUIT

RS-1

MNR1552

RS-2

MNR1551
Fully waterproof rainsuit with rubberized wrists and waist.
The neck area made of very comfortable neo- prene material.
For the visibility on the there are neon colored lines on both
side of the suit.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Nylon.

FITTING

Regular fit.

SHELL

Nylon.

FITTING

Regular fit.

LINING

Without lining.

FEATURES

100% waterproof material, rubberized wrist and waist,
neoprene neck

LINING

Without lining.

FEATURES

100% waterproof material, rubberized wrist and waist,
neoprene neck

PROTECTION

Without protectors.

PROTECTION

Without protectors.

BFY

B

2XS

MNR1552BFY
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ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING DETAILS

Two pieces rain suit. Fully waterproof rainsuit with rubberized
wrists and waist. The neck area made of very comfortable
neoprene material.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

ORDERING DETAILS

2XS

MNR1551B
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SOFTSHELL JACKET

SOFTSHELL JACKET

ACROTTO
MNR1989

PISTA-BA
MNR1899

Motorcycle jacket with removable hoodie made of very lightweight material.
The jacket is waterproof, and has CE protectors at the back
the shoulders and the elbow. It’s a really good choice to riding
in the city or to ride a scooter.

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

Softshell.

FITTING

Regular fit.

SHELL

Softshell.

FITTING

Regular fit.

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

LINING

100% polyester.

FEATURES

PROTECTION

Internal: Internal: CE Level-1 (EN1621-1 CE Level 1)
certificate.

Lightweight material, detachable hoodie, MNR-Airflow
system openings on front, sleeves and back.
Two pockets on front, one pocket inside.

Spring/autumn wear, wrists adjustable with velcro fastener, adjustable hoodie.
Three pockets on front.

SAFETY

CE Protectors.

B

GFY

2XS

MNR1989B
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ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

ORDERING DETAILS

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

Fashionable jacket for everyday use softshell material which
is rain-resistance. Without any protectors!

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

XS
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L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

ORDERING DETAILS

BFO

2XS

MNR1899GFY
MNR1899BFO
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SLIDERS
Two piece unisex undersuit what is developed especially for
riding motorcycle. This is the best solution to wear it under a
textile or leather suit to make more comfortable because it
eliminates perspiration.

MATERIALS AND PROTECTIONS

ERGONOMIC AND SAFETY

SHELL

FITTING

Body fit.

FEATURES

Lightweight underwear.

85% Nylon
15% Spandex

Knee sliders with velcro fixing.

ORDERING OPTIONS

BFYS

ORDERING DETAILS
MNR2070BFYS
MNR2070BFYUO

MNR010S

BFYUO

2XS

Underwear SET
Upper ONLY
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XS
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M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

ORDERING DETAILS

MNR012SB

MNR012SW

Pair

MNR010S
MNR012SB
MNR012SW
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MUGENRACE HEADQUARTER
H-1032 Budapest, Becsi ut 170.
www.mugenrace.com
info@mugenrace.com
facebook.com/MugenRaceOfficial
instagram.com/MugenRaceOfficial

